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Meeting and greeting
Bowing Bow politely when you meet someone, thank

them, or say goodbye. The depth, duration and number of
bows is something non-Japanese aren’t expected to under-
stand and visitors are unlikely to offend if they don’t do this
perfectly. If a Japanese person bows to you, an incline of the
head in return will usually suffice. Japanese do sometimes also
shake hands, but it’s best to wait for the opposite party to
offer their hand before thrusting yours forth.

Gifts Returning from a trip, the change of seasons, and
moving into a new home are among the many reasons gifts
might be exchanged in Japan. For visitors, it’s a great idea to
bring small gifts from your home country, especially if you’ll
be staying with locals, or in case you need to say ‘thank you’
to someone during your trip. The simple gesture of sharing
something from your home will be greatly appreciated - think
souvenir key rings, chocolate bars, and other treats only avail-
able in your country. Avoid expensive or flamboyant offerings.

Two hands good The exchanging of business or name
cards is still an important part of more formal introductions in
Japan. You should use two hands when giving and receiving
cards. This also goes for giving and receiving gifts.

Footwear rules
Shoes off If a building has a sunken-foyer entrance (called

a genkan), and there are rows or shelves of footwear by the
door, it’s a clear sign you’re expected to remove your shoes.
You’ll always have to remove footwear when entering a pri-
vate home, traditional accommodation (minshuku or ryokan),
and temple halls. Some restaurants with tatami (woven straw
matting) areas will also require visitors to take off their shoes,
as will some hostels and historic sites. Wherever you’re
required to remove footwear, this is non-negotiable. (If you’re
uncomfortable with the current state of your socks, consider
getting yourself a new supply before your trip.)

Slippers off When you take off your shoes, you’ll usually
be given the option of a pair of slippers for walking around
inside. These are fine on wooden and other flooring, but you
should never wear slippers in a tatami room: remove them
before stepping on tatami and place them at the room
entrance.


